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made with the assistance of the russian ministry of education, the program is the brainchild of producer ivan baikalov, who came up with the idea while director olena vayska was casting for her upcoming
production puggy pugs. puggy pugs tells the tale of a shy girl who loves to laugh, who ends up on her own wedding day. when the bride arrives, the groom finds his bride is wearing a wedding gown made of

little boys, and they're just about to get down and dirty, when the groom interrupts the bride in the act of forcing a young boy to the floor, and the wedding celebrations get going for real. baikal films, in
association with ryndik albazov, have released a second video in their successful series puggy pugs. in this film, the boys who have made their mark in boyboxing and its international circuit get a chance to
show off their athletic, athletic, skills in a contest to see who can last the longest. the winner takes a modeling contract, while the losers join a troupe.  this film by red & white pictures is part of the russian

children's comedy series “puggy pugs.” it takes place on the “bunny and piggy” show, where the viewers can see piggy the third, full of excitement, chattering and eating all sorts of fruit, cakes and mummies.
“puggy pugs” is directed by igor metelev, who was previously the director of works by leonid dyachenko. his two earlier works “lessons for teens” (2010) and “eurasian youth for the king” (2008) were

nominated for the golden eagle award and won the golden eagle prize in 2008. from 2015, the producer of “puggy pugs” also becomes a director and “little pugs” takes place on one of the villages of the omsk
oblast. the film tells about pugilska tradition in the region. the director of the film is andrey arefyev. the executive producer is anton shaptel. thus, the film is released by red & white pictures. “little pugs” is

directed by andrey arefyev. the producer is olga shpatkina. the screenwriters are andrey arefyev and olga shpatkina.
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